Consistent weight loss linked to higher meal frequency

Abstract

Obesity is a very interesting topic of study as it is directly related to human disease. Recently, we have reported that successful weight loss programs should consider the optimal timing for the brain control of weight-presetting, the fundamental of the “Lipostat theory”. This previous study was the first reported long-term human self-experiment involving successful weight loss, metabolic adaptation and weight-presetting, consistent with this theory while raising new concepts, ideas and setting up the bases for further investigations. One of such investigations is reported in this review. An inverse relationship between people’s habitual frequency of eating and body weight was consistently observed, suggesting that “snack-eating” may help to avoid obesity, further supporting other previously published meal frequency studies. 
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Abbreviations: BMI: body mass Index; HA: healthiest area; IW: ideal weight; M: milestone; MF: meal frequency; WG: weight gain; WL: weight loss

Introduction

Obesity has been a global topic of concern for a long time as it is directly linked to human disease, causing more than 3.4 million deaths all around the world. To avoid this serious health issue, successful weight management programs should consider the required timing for feedback signals originating in adipose tissue to influence the brain centres that control eating behavior and activity (metabolic and motor), the fundamental of the “Lipostat theory”, which has been demonstrated for the very first time in humans in our previous study. This theory refers to the control of long term appetite, responsible for the control of body weight. As fat deposits accumulate, satiety signals are sent to the hypothalamus in response in an attempt to suppress the feeling of hunger and maintain a constant body weight. The study showed that HA was more efficient than simple BMI measurements, and the subject under study, originally obese, able to successfully reach and maintain an HA category (IW) over the years. New concepts and ideas were raised by that study, setting up the bases for further experimental validations. Thus, continuing with that setup, the purpose of this case report is to present and discuss our self-experiment involving successful weight loss, metabolic adaptation and weight-presetting, the fundamental of the “Lipostat theory”. This previous study was the first reported long-term human self-experiment involving successful weight loss, metabolic adaptation and weight-presetting, consistent with this theory while raising new concepts, ideas and setting up the bases for further investigations. One of such investigations is reported in this review. An inverse relationship between people’s habitual frequency of eating and body weight was consistently observed, suggesting that “snack-eating” may help to avoid obesity, further supporting other previously published meal frequency studies.

Results and discussion

Starting at weight 64, 5 kg (Figure 1) (height 178 cm) (HA; BMI category normal), a consistent and constant WL was recorded during M1 and M3 (average WL rate ~0.25kg/week), and a WG (average WG rate ~0.3kg/week) during M2 and M4. This represents an average total WL of 4.4 kg during M1 and M3, and an average total WG of 4.8 kg during M2 and M4. Milestones implementation provided with a robust and efficient way of gradually controlling a person’s weight while costing less than conventional treatments. Small up/down peaks along the WL/WG lines correspond to metabolic adaptations. Interestingly, the HA trend was always shortly and consistently recovered after switching from a 6 to an usual 3 meals/day plan. These findings suggest WL due to a higher MF under controlled energy balance. This consistent inverse relationship between frequency of eating and body weight was observed by self-experimental validation (experimentation in which the experimenter conducts the experiment on her- or himself) and over a long period of time (more than one year), further supporting previous short-term MF epidemiological studies. Thus, our study suggest that “snack-eating” or small frequent meals, also referred to as grazing, picking or nibbling, may help body weight control, thus helping to avoid obesity and the implementation of effective weight management programs. However, since only one subject was subjected to study our conclusions should be taken with caution.
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Figure 1 MF and weight control

Light grey coloured areas (M1/M3) correspond to 6 meals a day MF plans, and yellow areas (M2/M4) to 3 meals a day MF plans. The lower orange line represents the Underweight BMI line for the subject under study, and the upper green line represents HA (the healthiest weight area). The dashed black line shows consistent WL over M1/M3, and WG over M2/M4, related to MF. The consistent more than one year long pattern was observed throughout the complete duration of the self-experiment. A low HA-presetting was chosen by personal preference, suggesting that a personal control of body weight is possible after a successful weight-presetting, further supporting our previous findings.3

Conclusion

It has been hypothesized that eating small frequent meals enhances fat loss and helps to achieve better weight maintenance. A number of observational studies lend support to this hypothesis, with an inverse relationship noted between the frequency of eating and adiposity.6,10 However, these studies were performed over short periods of time, thus being questioned or considered weak by other conflicting studies.11–13 Our study represents the first successfully consistent long-term weight control self-experiment suggesting that “snack-eating” may help WL programs, thus helping to avoid obesity/overweight while controlling cholesterol levels and reducing cardiac risk.14 Proposed mechanisms that could explain this phenomenon include the favourable effects of increased MF on improved glucose homeostasis15–17 and increase in the thermal effect of feeding.18,19 Furthermore, frequent eating, either regular meals or between-meal snacks, may prevent from overeating at mealtime (appetite control).20–21 People eating only a few times a day have elevated 24-hour insulin levels. High insulin levels promote storing energy in body fat; and high insulin level is also a marker for heart disease risk. Moreover, once again, we have demonstrated the affectivity of combining technology and personal science. Mobile technology allowed a close interaction, autonomy and help motivation.3 This study set up the bases for the systematic implementation of efficient weight management programs. With sufficient funding these results can be adapted and reproduced on larger groups. Future studies should be able to further validate these results and answering some interesting questions raised here such the role of culture in body weight as MF might be determined by certain cultures.23–30
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